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Abstract 

Various criteria pertaining to the synoptic situation are pre¬ 

sented in order to determine when a fully developed wind generated 

sea might be found in the North Atlantic. Ocean. 460 wave records, 

corresponding to various synoptic situations, were digitized and 

spectrally analyzed as a first step in the preparation of a climatology 

of ocean wave spectra. The wave records were taken by the Ocean 

Weather Ships of the United Kingdom by means of a Tucker shipborne 

wave recorder. 

Selected subsets from the available spectra based on these 

synoptic criteria were averaged in order to produce spectra for various 

wind speeds. These selected subsets were tested to see if they came 

from the same population by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, 

and the results show that, within the accuracy to be expected because 

of inaccuracies in the winds, the samples chosen represent fully developed 

seas. A second subset chosen at random without using these criteria was 

tested and the results showed that wind speed alone does not properly 

characterize the sea state. 

A nested family of spectra was obtained for wind speeds of 

20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 knots in which the frequency of the maximum 

appeared to be inversely proportional to the wind speed and the significant 

height was proportional to the square of the wind speed. The spectra and 

the results deducible from the spectra yield results that appear to be a 

compromise among the various published theoretical forms for the 

spectra and the equations for the significant height of a fully developed 

sea. 

iv 



Introduction 

In recent years, the study of wind generated ocean waves and 

ocean wave forecasting has become important. Meteorologists and 

oceanographers are, only now, just beginning to learn how energy is 

transferred to the waves. The use of wave spectra, both theoretical 

and observed, has contributed greatly to the developments in the field 

of ocean waves. The wind effect on the sea surface is not simple, 

basically due to turbulence in both sea and air. It can be seen that the 

waves of different heights and periods occur. A sea is then assumed to 

be an infinite number of sinusoidal waves of different amplitudes and 

periods traveling in different directions. The summation of all these 

waves produces the visible sea conditions. Since an infinite number of 

periods (frequencies) are present, a spectrum is implied. 

At present there is disagreement as to the form of the wave 

spectrum of a fully developed sea for a particular wind speed. It is 

known that as the wind speed increases, if fetch (the distance over water 

a wind of constant speed and direction travels) and duration are adequate, 

the area under the spectral curve (total variance) will increase and shift 

toward lower frequencies (longer periods). With a constant wind speed, 

and an adequate fetch and duration, a point will be reached where the 

spectrum will no longer grow. When this point is reached the sea is 

called fully developed. The spectrum will change only if additional energy 

is either added to or taken away from the waves. 

In this paper an attempt will be made to determine the wave spectra 

for fully developed seas for various wind speeds. Various synoptic con¬ 

ditions, for which wave records were known to exist, were chosen. The 
i 
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synoptic situations cover the five year period April 1955 through March 

1960. 

History 

The study of wind generated ocean waves and ocean wave fore - 

casting first became important during World War H. Knowledge of sea, 

swell, and surf conditions was necessary for many applications. The 

methods devised by Sverdrup and Munk (1947) were improvements over 

previous empirical techniques. The empirical techniques prior to those 

of Sverdrup and Munk produced inconsistent results. The results of Sver¬ 

drup and Munk pertained only to the significant height and period and 

therefore could not give a complete description of the waves. 

Many scientists have studied ocean waves using the concepts of 

a wave spectrum. Early results from these studies pertaining to ocean 

waves were not very good because the instruments were set in relatively 

shallow water. This would tend to produce a distorted spectrum because 

the distribution of spectral energy in shallow water is different from that 

in the deep ocean. Although inconclusive results were obtained from these 

studies, they paved the way for future developments. These future de¬ 

velopments were along the lines of specifying mathematically, the shape 

and form of the spectrum. 

In 1952, Tucker (1956) developed a shipborne wave recorder for 

use on board the Ocean Weather Ships of Great Britain. (Several other 

countries have since installed the Tucker recorder on some of their 

research vessels. ) This instrument produces a continuous record of 

the height of the waves passing by the ship. The recorder does this by 

a combination of pressure recorders and accelerometers. These measure 

the varying pressure of the overlying water at two points on opposite sides 
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of the ship. Coupled accelerometers make allowance for the vertical 

motion of the measuring points. From a wave record a spectrum may 

be calculated by either digital (Blackman and Tukey, 1958) or analog 

techniques. 

The Neumann (1953) spectrum represented a great achievement 

in ocean wave forecasting. Neumann used many visual observations and 

the results of Longuet «Higgins (1952) to arrive at his results. The re¬ 

sults were later incorporated into a wave forecasting manual (Pierson, 

Neumann, and James (1955), henceforth denoted as PNJ). According to 

PNJ, in order to forecast the state of the sea, one needs only the co - 

cumulative spectral curves (CCS curves) and the wind speed with some 

knowledge of how the wind has changed with time at the forecast site. 

Additional aids are given which allow a detailed forecast of the sea con¬ 

ditions to be made. 

Darbyshire (1955, 1956, 1959) studied many wave records and 

drew conclusions that differed greatly from those of Neumann. First, 

Darbyshire concluded that the significant height, ( average 

height of the one-third highest waves) was proportional to the square 

of the wind speed. Neumann concluded that the significant height was 

proportional to the 2.5 power of the wind speed. Darbyshire also 

found that the sea would grow faster and reach full development sooner 

than the sea predicted by PNJ. As an example, assuming a 40-knot 

wind, Darbyshire concluded that saturation (fully developed state) 

would be reached after a duration of 12 hours and a fetch of approximately 

200 miles. PNJ predicted full development for a 40-knot wind after a 

duration of 42 hours and a fetch of at least 710 miles. 

The large differences between the results of Darbyshire, PNJ, 
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and other methods were the basis for comparisons of the different wave 

forecasting methods (Rattray and Burt, 1956; Neumann and Pierson, 

1957; Derbyshire, 1957; and Walden, 1963). Pierson (1959), DeLeonibus 

(1962), and Bretschneider, Crutcher, et al (1963) have studied the wave 

spectra of waves generated by particular storms in the North Atlantic 

Ocean. A recent review ,rOcean Wave Spectra" (Proceedings of a con¬ 

ference, Easton, Md., 1961) shows how widely the various attempts to 

describe the spectra of fully developed seas differ from one another. 

Data 

A search of the Daily Series Synoptic Weather Maps (U. S. Weather 

Bureau) for the period April 1955 through March I960 was undertaken 

to find periods of time when wind direction and speed were relatively 

constant. The particular locations examined were those of the Ocean 

Weather Ships of Great Britain. The geographical locations of the Ocean 

Weather Ships are: 

Position A - 62*N, 33 #W 

Position I - 59 #N, 19 #W 

Position J - 52.5*N, 20*W 

Position K - 45*N, 16*W 

A further study of the data chosen from the Daily Series Synoptic Weather 

Maps was then made with the aid of the Six-Hourly Synoptic Weather 

Maps of the North Atlantic Ocean (U. S. Weather Bureau, April 1955- 

March I960) and a table (Table I) showing the location of the shipborne 

wave recorder (Tucker, 1956). This study yielded rules for the selection 

of wave data that were recorded at times when particular wind speeds, as 

determined from the synoptic charts, maintained the same direction for 

as long a duration as possible. 



Table I. Date of sailing to station and date of return 
to port of the Ocean Weather Ship«, 

OWS WEATHER EXPLORER 

Date of sailing 

3 Apr 1955 

21 May 1955 

29 June 1955 

25 Aug 1955 

12 Oct 1955 

26 Nov 1955 

7 Jan 1956 

5 Mar 1956 

21 Apr 1956 

5 June 1956 

26 July 1956 

9 Sep 1956 

30 Oct 1956 

18 Dec 1956 

3 Feb 1957 

20 Mar 1957 

1 May 1957 

27 June 1957 

14 Aug 1957 

28 Sep 1957 

9 Nov 1957 

5 Jan 1958 

22 Feb 1958 

8 Apr 1958 

Station Date of return 

2 May 1955 

16 June 1955 

2 Aug 1955 

27 Sep 1955 

10 Nov 1955 

23 Dec 1955 

11 Feb 1956 

6 Apr 1956 

20 May 1956 

4 July 1956 

23 Aug 1956 

8 Oct 1956 

28 Nov 1956 

15 Jan 1957 

4 Mar 1956 

18 Apr 1957 

4 June 1957 

26 July 1957 

12 Sep 1957 

28 Oct 1957 

13 Dec 1957 

3 Feb 1958 

24 Mar 1958 

9 May 1958 

Vessel withdrawn from service. 



Table I (continued) 

OWS WEATHER REPORTER 

Date of sailing Station Date of return 

20 May 1958 

17 July 1958 

28 Aug 1958 

14 Oct 1958 

24 Nov 1958 

4 Jan 1959 

3 Mar 1959 

18 Apr 1959 

2 June 1959 

15 July 1959 

11 Sep 1959 

27 Oct 1959 

11 Dec 1959 

23 Jan I960 

A 

I 

J 

I 

J 

A 

K 

I 

J 

A 

K 

I 

J 

A 

23 June 1958 

9 Aug 1958 

24 Sep 1958 

10 Nov 1958 

23 Dec 1958 

6 Feb 1959 

4 Apr 1959 

18 May 1959 

2 July 1959 

18 Aug 1959 

12 Oct 1959 

26 Nov 1959 

9 Jan 1960 

26 Feb I960 
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The particular wind speeds in this study begin at 20 knots and 

increase in intervals of 5 knots. Cases of wind speeds less than 20 knots 

were omitted because of the difficulty of finding conditions when duration^ 

and especially direction, were constant for long periods of time. Except 

for the summer months it is difficult to say that the sea conditions, for 

light winds, are truly wind generated. Usually the sea conditions are 

due to a stronger wind system that had previously passed through the 

observational area. 

In order to determine which cases should be selected and in 

order to say that the state of the sea was due solely to the wind, for 

these cases, certain synoptic wind criteria were used. 

The first step was to examine the synoptic charts at the location 

of the Ocean Weather Ships for winds of long duration, as previously 

described. The wind speed differences during the mean wind period 

were held as small as possible. Wind speeds at the beginning and end 

of the period had to be less than the mean wind speed. A steadily in¬ 

creasing wind speed would produce a building or developing sea and, it 

was hoped, would rule out cases involving remnants of previous storms 

or periods of higher winds prior to the period studied. In addition, effects 

of previous high winds would not be masked within the observed spectra. 

The presence of swell is very difficult to determine from the use of the 

synoptic charts, and therefore could not be eliminated. Spectra with 

swell were eliminated by inspection after the wave records were analyzed. 

The wind direction was also examined to see that it did not deviate 

more than ±45* from the mean wind direction. The purpose of maintain¬ 

ing a predominantly constant wind direction would tend to eliminate effects 

of cross or opposing seas. However, in some cases involving high wind 
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speeds, the wind deviated by slightly more than ±45* from the mean 

wind direction. 

After the wind data had been compiled the wave records for the 

selected periods were obtained from the National Institute of Oceanography. 

All the wave records studied were taken by either the OWS Weather Ex¬ 

plorer or the OWS Weather Reporter and the logs of these ships were 

used to determine the wind speeds as given to the nearest knot. 

The wave records were examined to find the speed of the ship 

which is also entered on every wave record. If it was found that the ship 

was moving at a speed greater than 2 knots, the record was not used in 

the final analyses. At observation time (usually every three hours) the 

ship should be in a stopped position, but sea conditions may force the 

ship to speed up. It was believed that at a speed less than 2 knots there 

would be little or no frequency distortion of the spectra (Pierson, 1959). 

[The spectra obtained when the ship is moving at a speed greater than 

2 knots compared with the spectra obtained when the ship is relatively 

stationary under the same conditions, would show a shift in the frequency 

of the spectral maximum. This shift would be towards higher frequencies 

if the ship were heading into the waves, and toward the lower frequencies 

if the ship were heading away from the waves. ] 

Approximately 1000 wave records were obtained from the National 

Institute of Oceanography and 420 were selected with 40 more records 

available from another study (Bretschneider, Crutcher, et al, 1962), 

bringing the total to 460. Every wave record was approximately fifteen 

minutes long although several were as short as seven minutes. Bounds 

were then set on each record just above the highest crest and below the 

lowest trough and the records were read to an accuracy of one part in 
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a thousand at second intervals. Each wave record was thus represented 

as a time series of approximately 600 points. The time series was then 

spectrally analysed on a CDC 1604 computer so as to estimate the energy 

spectrum of the waves at 60 points over the frequency range 0 to 0.333 

cycles per second by means of the procedures of Blackman and Tukey 

(1958). 

The spectral estimates still had to be corrected for noise from 

both the original wave records and the digitisation procedures. Also, at 

the high frequency end a smoothing operator was applied to comply with 

results from other investigators (Bretschneider, Crutcher, et al, 1962) 

who used this type of analysis. The noise level was determined by 

averaging the last ten values of the smoothed spectrum and then this 

average was subtracted from each of the spectral estimates of the 

smoothed spectrum. The resulting spectrum was then multiplied by the 

calibration curve of the recorder for the particular ship that took the 

record to determine the final spectrum. The original values that were 

computed represented the spectral estimates in terms of the resolution 

of the variance of the wave record into frequency intervals. 

The results of these computations should yield fairly reliable 

spectral estimates for frequencies ranging from 0 to 0.25 cycles per 

second. Since the Tucker recorder is not accurate at higher frequencies 

than 0.25 cycles per second, the values at the high frequencies should 

not be used to decide on any of the features of this end of the spectrum. 

The synoptically chosen subsets 

In order to evaluate a mean spectrum for each of the wind 

speed subsets, the records chosen for evaluation had to conform to 
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the synoptic criteria as closely as possible. By the time all the criteria were 

applied, not many cases at exactly the chosen wind speeds (20, 25, 30, etc. ) 

were available. It was decided then to allow the wind speed at observation 

time, as determined from the logs of the Ocean Weather Ships, to vary 

within ± 2 knots of the mean wind speed. In very few cases the wind 

speed prior to observation time was slightly higher [lower] than two knots 

above [below] the mean wind speed. All the synoptically chosen spectra 

were examined to be sure that there was no contamination from the presence 

of swell. Derbyshire (1959) also used spectra free of swell and accepted 

cases of higher wind speeds prior to observation time. Some of the 

records analyzed were the same as those used by Derbyshire (1959). It 

is of interest to note that different significant wave heights were obtained 

using the same data. The results of Darbyshire were lower because he 

used an earlier calibration of the Tucker recorder. This calibration has 

been improved on the basis of recent comparisons with the buoy described 

by Longuet-Higgins, Cartwright, and Smith (1963). 

The spectra chosen according to the synoptic criteria for each 

subset are given in Table 2a along with additional synoptic data. The 

spectra as well as all the processed wave records obtained from the 

National Institute of Oceanography are given in graphical and tabular 

form in several technical reports (Moskowitz, Pierson, and Mehr, 1962, 

1963). 

Although little has been said of fetch, estimates of the fetches 

for the synoptically chosen spectra are given in Table 2a. As pointed 

out by Walden (1963) fetch requirements for the occurrence of fully developed 

seas for lighter winds (up to about 30 knots) are frequent in most areas. 

Wind speeds greater than 30 knots rarely obtain fetches great enough to 
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Record 
no. 

JHC 015 

JHC 016 

JHC 063 

JHC 064 

JHC 065 

JHC 066 

JHC 067 

JHC 068 

JHC 069 

DL 45 

DL 88 

DL 97 

JHC 029 

JHC 030 

JHC 032 

JHC 033 

JHC 116 

JHC 117 

JHC 127 

JHC 128 

Table 2a. Synoptically chosen subsets . 

Date Time Posi- Wind rr Upper Lower T .-T Dura- Fetch n 
tien speed nl/3 ff1/3 ff1/3 * tion NM 

20 kts 

19/9/55 3 K 

19^9/55 9 K 

19/6/56 14 J 

19/6/56 18 J 

20/6/56 0 J 

20/6/56 3 J 

20/6/56 6 J 

20/6/56 9 J 

20/6/56 12 J 

16/1/59 15 A 

2/10/59 9 K 

25/7/59 0 A 

25 kts 

7/6/55 18 J 

7/6/55 21 J 

8/6/55 12 J 

8/6/55 15 J 

23/5/57 3 A 

23/5/57 6 A 

1^4/58 6 J 

18/4/58 12 J 

21 8.1 8.3 7.2 

21 8.0 8.4 7.5 

20 7.1 7.3 6.2 

19 7.9 8.5 7.3 

20 7.0 7.5 6.4 

18 6.7 7.2 6.2 

19 7.1 7.3 6.3 

20 7.2 7.8 6.7 

19 7.3 7.5 6.4 

22 7.5 8.2 6.9 

21 8.1 8.8 7.5 

20 6.8 7.1 6.1 

24 13.3 13.9 11.8 

25 14.3 15.1 12.8 

26 13.5 14.2 12.2 

25 13.1 13.6 11.5 

27 13.8 14.8 12.5 

25 13.4 14.6 12.4 

24 11.5 11.9 10.3 

25 12.0 12.5 10.6 

-0.5*F 6 250 

-0.2* 12 250 

0.7* 6 175 

0.7* 9 200 

0.2* 15 250 

-0.7* 18 250 

-0.3* 21 250 

0.1* 24 200 

-0.5* 27 100 

-3.6* 6 250 

-1*2* 6 125 

-0.9* 18 125 

0.3* 6 150 

0.4* 9 175 

-0.1* 21 300 

-0.8* 24 450 

0.3* 9 100 

-1.6* 12 125 

-0.3* 12 700 

1.1* 18 350 
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Record Date 
no 

JH 36 23/1/59 

JH 37 2V1/59 

DL 8 20/1/58 

DL 39 2S/10/59 

DL 40 29/10/59 

JHC 002 23/11/56 

JHC 084 20/3/56 

JHC 086 21/3/56 

JHC 098 4/11/55 

JHC 105 5/11/55 

JHC 106 VI1/55 

JHC 132 19/4/58 

JHC 050 6/11/56 

JHC 104 5/11/55 

JHC 147 11/12/58 

DL 7 20/1/58 

DL 18 24/4/58 

DL 19 24/4/58 

DL 20 24/4/58 

DL 27 25/4/58 

Table 2a (continued) 

Time Poai- Wind rr Upper Lower T.-T Dura- 
tien «peed **1/3 H[/3 a • tion 

Fetch 
NM 

n 

30 kte 

15 A 

18 A 

21 I 

9 I 

18 I 

15 I 

18 K 

0 K 

0 I 

6 I 

15 I 

9 J 

32 19.2 20.8 17.7 

32 21.0 23.1 18.9 

30 20.1 21.6 18.7 

29 19.9 21.9 18.0 

30 20.3 22.1 18.6 

32 19.7 21.0 18.4 

29 20.6 22.0 18.7 

29 21.2 21.9 '8.0 

28 19.0 19.6 16.9 

32 22.5 23.1 19.9 

30 21.8 22.2 18.5 

30 20.5 20.9 17.7 

-4.8*F 6 150 

-3.0* 6 200 

-17.9* 6 200 

-7.0* 6 125 

-6.8* 15 125 

•2.2 • 6 150 

-3.4* 12 125 

-1.9* 18 125 

-1.9* 9 175 

0.4* 6 125 

0.8* 15 100 

-2.1* 18 225 

35 VU 

18 I 

3 I 

18 J 

15 I 

15 J 

18 J 

21 J 

18 J 

34 22.8 23.8 20.2 

35 24.4 22.8 19.4 

35 22.2 23.7 19.9 

35 23.0 24.8 21.4 

35 24.6 26,7 22.7 

35 24.0 26.6 22.6 

35 25.2 27.4 23.1 

36 24.0 26.0 22.2 

0.2* 12 450 

-0.1* 6 125 

-5.7* 6 100 

-18.4* 6 225 

-3.9* 18 400 

-3.3* 21 400 

-4.0* 24 425 

1.1* 3 300 
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Record 
no. 

JHA 19 

JHB 15 

JHB 16 

JHB 18 

JHB 26 

JHC028 

JHC 063 

JHC 068 

JHC 144 

JHC 120 

JHC 174 

JHC 205 

JHA 30 

JHB 20 

JHB 24 

JHB 31 

JHC 020 

JHC 115 

DL 43 

DL 99 

Table 2b. Randomly chosen subsets. 

Date Time Position Wind 
speed i/3 

Upper Lower 

l/3 ffl/3 

20 lets 

18/12/59 6 J 

24/12/59 12 J 

24/12/59 18 J 

25/12/59 6 J 

26/12/59 12 J 

19/6/55 14 J 

19/6/55 14 J 

20/6/55 9 J 

11/12/58 3 J 

16/4/58 12 J 

12/12/55 15 J 

6/3/68 18 I 

20 20.6 

20 17.4 

20 14.8 

20 14.6 

20 26.9 

20 11.3 

20 6.7 

20 7.2 

20 18.8 

20 6.3 

20 12.2 

20 18.4 

22.5 18.9 

19.1 15.9 

16.4 13.3 

15.9 13.3 

29.9 24.2 

12.2 10.5 

7.3 6.2 

7.8 6.7 

20.7 17.1 

6.8 5.9 

13.1 11.3 

19.8 17.1 

25 kts 

19/12/59 15 J 

25/12/59 15 J 

26/12/59 6 J 

27/12/59 15 J 

20/9/55 6 K 

22/5/57 0 A 

17/1/59 6 A 

25/7/59 6 A 

25 13.4 14.8 12.2 

25 21.2 23.4 10.2 

25 29.9 33.4 26(8 

25 16.1 17.6 14.7 

25 11.4 12.3 10.6 

25 11.4 12.3 10.5 

25 15.0 16.9 13.3 

25 8.7 9.4 8.0 
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Record 
no. 

JHA 25 

JHB 14 

JHC 083 

JHC 143 

JHC 154 

DL 3 

DL 8 

DL 29 

DL 30 

DL 108 

DL 114 

DL 115 

JH 3 

JHC 010 

JHC 014 

JHC 087 

JHC 107 

JHC 217 

DL 7 

DL 54 

Date 

Table 2b (continued) 

Time Position Wind 
•peed 

Upper Lower 

**1/3 **1/3 

n 

19/12/59 

24/12/59 

12/5/56 

11/12/58 

12/12/58 

19/1/58 

20/1/58 

26/4/58 

26/4/58 

6/4/57 

7/4/57 

8/4/57 

17/1/59 

24/11/56 

25/11/56 

21/3/56 

5/11/55 

21/11/56 

20/1/58 

8/11/59 

30 kte 

0 

6 

3 

0 

15 

12 

21 

0 

3 

15 

18 

3 

35 kts 

15 

18 

12 

3 

21 

12 

15 

21 

J 

J 

I 

J 

J 

I 

I 

J 

J 

J 

J 

J 

A 

I 

I 

K 

I 

I 

I 

I 

30 16.4 

30 25.5 

30 23.2 

30 24.3 

30 30.7 

30 16.4 

30 20.1 

30 17.7 

30 16.1 

30 16.0 

30 16.5 

30 17.2 

35 14.5 

35 31.4 

35 29.4 

35 23.7 

35 19.2 

35 30.4 

35 23.0 

35 25.0 

17.9 15.1 

27.7 23.4 

25.5 21.1 

26.8 22.1 

34.1 27.6 

17.8 15.1 

21.6 18.7 

19.3 16.3 

17.4 14.9 

17.2 14.9 

18.1 15.1 

18.8 15.8 

15.8 13.4 

34.0 29.0 

32.0 27.1 

25.8 21.8 

20.9 17.7 

33.2 27.8 

24.8 21.4 

27.5 22.8 
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Record Date 
no. 

JH 28 29/1/59 

JH 43 19/12/58 

JHA 17 18/12/59 

JHB 4 22/12/59 

JHB 12 23/12/59 

JHC OU 25/11/56 

JHC 149 12/12/58 

JHC 156 6/6/59 

JHC 200 5/3/58 

JHC 213 20/11/56 

DL 46 7/11/59 

DL 48 7/11/59 

DL 56 9/11/59 

DL 82 31/1/60 

Table 2b (continued) 

Time Position Wind 
speed 

40 kts 

0 

0 

0 

15 

21 

0 

0 

0 

15 

18 

21 

15 

6 

12 

A 

J 

J 

J 

J 

I 

J 

J 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

A 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

28.2 

27.1 

35.2 

38.6 

27.6 

26.0 

26.8 

18.9 

20.5 

26.8 

25.6 

23.7 

28.3 

22.1 

Upper 

n/3 

30.9 

29.7 

39.1 

42.2 

30.0 

28.2 

29.7 

20.6 

22.2 

29.2 

28.1 

25.8 

30.9 

24.2 

Lower n 

**1/3 

14 

25.7 

24.7 

31.8 

35.2 

25.3 

23.9 

24.2 

17.4 

18.9 

24.7 

23.4 

21.7 

25.9 

20.2 
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produce fully developed eeae. The minimum fetch requiremente necessary 

to produce fully developed seas for various wind speeds as given by PNJ 

(1955) and Darbyshire (1959) are: 

V PNJ Darbyshire 

20 <75 miles 100*200 miles 

25 155 " •• 

30 280 " •• 

35 460 » » 

40 710 » '• 

The values tabulated in Table 2a for fetch and duration represent 

the distance upwind over which the wind was substantially the value chosen 

at the time of observation and the duration at the ship of that wind speed. 

Before the number of hours indicated, the wind would not be zero, but 

perhaps five or ten knots lower (and before that even lower) than the 

tabulated value, and upwind of the distance indicated the winds would be 

different from the value tabulated (usually less), but not zero. The dur¬ 

ations and fetches do not therefore satisfy the theoretical requirement 

that they describe the time required and the distance needed to generate 

a fully developed sea starting from zero wave conditions. For the higher 

winds in particular, the tabulated values often represent the time re - 

quired and the distances involved for a sea raised to a given height by 

a wind of lesser velocity to grow to full development at the higher 

velocity. Further study will be needed to decide these questions. 

No subsets were found for wind speeds greater than 40 knots. All 

but two of the wave records obtained when the winds were greater than 

40 knots showed waves that were no higher than the waves for 40 knots. 
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One spectrum for a wind speed of 45 knots, JHC 41, and one spectrum 

for a wind speed of 50 knots, JHC 141, appear to reach the fully developed 

state. From all the available data it was possible to find several wave 

records at the lower wind speeds that, according to PNJ, represented 

saturated conditions. It was not possible to find any records for higher 

winds that approached the fully developed state as given by PNJ. 

It is evident from Table 2a that only 54 spectra were selected 

for further evaluation from a total of 460 spectra. Of the 460 spectra, 

101 were not chosen from the application of the criteria to the synoptic 

conditions. These were obtained for use in other studies. The 101 spectra 

are comprised of a set of 72 from the period 15-28 December 1959 and 

a set of 29 from a hurricane in September 1961. Only two spectra were 

chosen from the set of 72 spectra, and no spectra were used from the 

set of 29 because wind speed estimates could be determined only in terms 

of the Beaufort number. When the higher wind speed subsets (see above), 

the spectra pertaining to the beginning and end of the mean wind speed 

periods, and those spectra containing extraneous swell were removed, 

the remaining spectra (plus the two spectra from the set of 72 already 

discussed) are those that represent the spectra for fully developed seas 

for the various mean wind speeds as given in Table 2a according to the 

synoptic criteria that were used. 

The synoptically chosen spectra were then analyzed to determine 

a mean spectrum for each subset. These mean spectra are tabulated in 

Table 3 and graphed in figure 1. The frequency is given by dividing 

the number in the first column by 180. The values tabulated are in units 

2 of (FT) and represent an estimate of the integral of the spectral density 
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over a band 1/180 sec"1 wide centered on the above frequency. The average 

wind speeds for each of the synoptically chosen subsets are 20, 25.3, 

29.9, 35.3, and 40.1 knots. Included in Table 3a are the results 

(P * Pa**» F = Fail) of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test applied at each 

frequency for each subset. The explanation of the columns designated 

by Dq is given below. 

The K-S test was applied in order to test the hypothesis that the 

spectral values for the synoptically chosen spectra came from a Chi- 

square distribution with 19.33 degrees of freedom with a mean adjusted 

to the mean of each subset. The synoptically chosen subset is still a 

random sample of all possible spectra that might be observed under 

the required synoptic weather conditions. In the original spectral analyses, 

20 degrees of freedom were used. This procedure is adequate for the 

spectral estimatesj however, 19.33 degrees of freedom are necessary 

for refinement. 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) determines the maxi¬ 

mum deviation of a sample cumulative distribution F (x), from the 
n 

assumed cumulative distribution F(x). That is, 

Dq = maximum IFn(x) - F(x)|. 

If is smaller than the Kolmogorov statistic, determined by the num¬ 

ber of samples (in this case the number of spectra in each subset) and 

the probability level used, we accept the hypothesis that the samples 

come from the assumed population. If is larger than this Kolmogorov 

statistic, we reject the hypothesis. The probability level used in this test 

was 0.90. For a detailed description of the K-S test the reader is 
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referred to any of a number of textbooks dealing with mathematical 

statistics.* 

From Table 3a it can be seen that the lower and higher fre¬ 

quencies fail to pass the K-S test. These results are not unexpected, 

since the validity of the results at the higher frequencies, from the use 

of the Tucker recorder, are in doubt. Nonlinear effects at the very low 

frequencies and the steepness of the forward faces of the spectra are 

probably reasons for the failure of the K-S test at these frequencies. 

The randomly chosen subsets 

From all the available data, records were then selected at 

random for which the wind speeds as determined from the ships1 logs 

were exactly 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 knots. In the entire set of data, 

there were 23 spectra for 20 knots, 23 spectra for 25 knots, 30 spectra 

for 30 knots, 28 spectra for 35 knots, and 35 spectra for 40 knots. The 

identifications for all of the spectra at a particular wind speed were put 

into a hat and the number of cases drawn was exactly the same as for the 

synoptically chosen subsets. No criteria were set on the synoptic con¬ 

ditions. The only criterion used for this selection was the exactness of 

the wind speed. The spectra that were chosen at random are presented 

in Table 2b. The averages of the randomly chosen spectra and the re¬ 

sults of the K-S test applied to these subsets are given in Table 3b. 

Comparison 

In Table 4 the mean spectra for both the synoptically chosen 

and randomly chosen subsets are divided into three frequency bands. 

’‘See Whitney, D. R., 1959, Elements of Mathematical Statistics. Henry 
Holt and Company, New York. 
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, The frequency bands are given in terms of the lag number, H, (f = H/180). The 

number of frequencies in each band which pass and fail the K-S test are 

also given as the percentage of passes for the dominant band of frequencies. 

The frequency bands are not the same for each wind speed since the 

dominant range of frequencies changes with wind speed. The total number 

of passes for the dominant frequency bands of the synoptically chosen sub¬ 

sets is 119 from a total of 142. This gives a total passing percentage of 

84%. At the 90% level the number of expected passes is 142 x0.90 ±1.96<r, 

where <r is the standard deviation. The standard deviation is computed 

by 

The minimum number of expected passes is therefore, 128-7.06 or 

approximately 121. Although these results place the synoptically chosen 

spectra outside the realm of acceptance, the dividing line is extremely 

thin. 

The major frequency bands for the randomly chosen subsets 

produce only 87 passes from the same total of 142. This gives a total 

passing percentage of 61%. The total number of passes for the random 

subsets far from equals the minimum number of 121 required. The num 

ber of passes for the randomly chosen subsets is more than 11 standard 

deviations from the expected value, and thus the odds are very small 

that the subsets are from a homogeneous population. 

If the means of the Chi-square distribution had been adjusted 

to the means of each of the synoptically chosen subsets and the K-S 

test then applied to the randomly chosen subsets, the total number of 

passes for the randomly chosen subsets would be still lower. 



Table 4. Results of the K -S test for synoptic and random 
subsets for different wind speeds. 

ta;_ 
Synoptic 

0-19 
20-43 
44-60 

Random 

0-19 
20-43 
44-60 

Synoptic 

0-16 
17-42 
43-60 

Random 

0-16 
17-42 
43-60 

Synoptic 

0-12 
13-42 
43-60 

Random 

0-12 
13-42 
43-60 

Synoptic 

0-12 
13-42 
43-60 

Random 

0-12 
13-42 
43-60 

Synoptic 

0-10 
11-42 
43 -60 

Random 

0-10 
11-42 
43 -60 

V N Pass Fail 

20 12 

1 19 
22 2 

1 16 

12 

2 18 
10 14 

0 17 

25 8 

0 17 
21 5 

4 14 

8 

0 17 
16 10 

0 18 

30 12 

4 9 
23 7 

0 18 

12 

2 11 
20 10 

3 15 

35 8 

5 8 
24 6 

6 12 

8 

1 12 
19 11 

2 16 

40 14 

2 9 
29 3 

0 18 

14 

1 10 
22 10 

2 16 

I* pass 

92 

42 

81 

62 

77 

57 

80 

63 

91 

68 
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In figure 2, the mean spectra of the synoptically chosen subsets 

are plotted against the mean spectra of the randomly chosen subsets. 

The percentage of passes for the central range of frequencies for the 

two curves and this range is shown as given in Table 4. From a com¬ 

parison of the graphs it may be concluded that (in general) from wind 

considerations only, the state of the sea may be difficult to describe. 

Decaying seas and swell can produce non-representative spectra as is 

evident in the graphs for 20 and 25 knots. This effect is also notice¬ 

able in the graph for 30 knots but not to the same extent. The two 

spectra for 35 knots are very similar. The locations of the Ocean 

Weather Ships, from which the wave records were obtained, are in 

those areas of the North Atlantic where wind speeds of 30 and 35 knots 

occur quite frequently. Since most of the analyzed records for these 

wind speeds, had had fairly long durations, it is not too surprising that 

the mean spectra for both the synoptic and random subsets are not very 

different from one another. In the 40 knot case it is evident that the 

records that comprise the randomly chosen subsets did not have durations 

of such length as to produce a saturated sea state for this wind speed. 

To summarize briefly, the synoptically chosen spectra appear 

to come from a more homogeneous population than do the randomly chosen 

spectra. There is probably some variability in the data not explanable that 

caused the synoptically chosen spectra to pass the K-S test fewer times 

than would be expected. Much of this variability could be attributed to 

the lack of precision in the wind reports, and the spread in the wind 

values that were used. 
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Higher resolution spectra 

Another question might arise as to the shape of the spectra 

obtained from the use of the digital techniques of Blackman and Tukey 

(1958). These techniques produce spectra that have been convolved 

with a spectral window that is fairly wide. The synoptically chosen 

spectra were recomputed from the original digitized wave records 

using 180 lags instead of 60 lags for the covariance function and the 

same frequency range, thus obtaining three times the resolution at 

the expense of the sampling variability. It was suspected that due to 

the use of higher resolution the forward faces of the spectra might be 

steeper and the peaks might be shifted toward the lower frequencies. 

In figure 3 the spectral estimates are plotted at the two different 

resolutions. The results tend to show that only at the higher wind 

speeds is it possible to detect a shift toward lower frequencies of the 

spectral peaks. It is also possible to detect a slight steepening of the 

forward faces of the spectra, at these wind speeds. 

Additional results 

From the mean spectra given in Table 3a and some of the 

Russian work on ocean wave spectra (Kitaigorodskii, 1961; Kitaigorod- 

skii and Strekalov, 1962) an equation for the wave spectrum was deter¬ 

mined (Pit. son and Moskowitz, 1963) as described in that paper. The 

general purpose of this work is the development of a numerical wave 

forecasting technique. The spectral form obtained is valid only for fully 

developed seas and deep water and is not valid for coastal regions. It 

is hoped that this equation may eventually be modified to include the 

effects of shorter fetch and duration. 
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20 kts 



The significant height aa a function of wind speed 

From the tabulated spectral values given in Table 3a, the 

significant heights for each of the synoptically chosen subsets were 

determined using the equation 

Hj/3 s 4 JTotal variance 

The spectral values for the first six tabulated values were not used 

because they are probably not related to the wind sea. 

Several techniques were used in order to determine the re 

lationship between significant wave height and wind speed. The first 

technique was a least square fit applied to the equation 

»1/3 *i"'2 (2) 

in order to determine the coefficient a. This is accomplished by 

requiring that 

2 2 
Z[H. - av. ] a minimum (3) 

where H. and v. are the significant wave heights and average wind 

speeds respectively of each of the subsets. Second, the value of b in 

Hj/jabv2,5 (4) 

was obtained by using the same technique. Third, the values of d and 

n (n not necessarily an integer) in 

**1/3 

was found in a similar manner. 

j a = dv 

In this case, the minimization yields 
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(5) 

Various values of n from less than 2 to 2.5 were assumed, and the 

values of the two fractions were compared until they became equal. At 

this point the exponent and coefficient were determined that provided 

a minimum mean square error. 

Similar techniques using log fits were employed so as to 

minimize the ratios of deviations from the fitted curve instead of 

squared absolute distances. The first of these equations is 

m In a j f ^ L In v. = Z ln R (6) 

where m represents the number of subsets (5), n^ is equal to 2, and 

In a. determines a different value for the a of equation (2). Equation (6) 

was also solved setting ^ s 2.5 and solving for Inbj. The last tech¬ 

nique required solving equation (6) and equation (7) simultaneously 

for an unknown n^ and Indj. Equation (7) is given by 

[ £ ln V. ] Indj + n^ [Z (In v. ] = Z (ln v. In H. ) (7) 

2 
The results of these computations produced a v law of the 

form 

(8) 

2.5 2 The v * law did not fit the data as well as the v law. The results 

2 2 5 from equation (4) verified a v law and not a v * law. The use of the 

logarithmic fitting procedures verified the results just given and resulted 

in only minor changes in the constant. 
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These data have much less scatter than the usual data fitted 
2 

to a V law and since alternate possibilities were tried and rejected, 

it is believed that they provide a valid observational verification of the 

law. 

The relationship of significant wave height to the wind speed, 

as given in equation (8), was still to be modified because in its deri¬ 

vation the spectral values at the high frequencies were used in the 

determination of the significant heights. Since there is doubt as to 

their true values, the spectral form given by Pierson and Moskowitz 

(1963) was used to provide an equation for the significant height of a 

fully developed sea that took into account the too high values in Table 2a 

at high frequencies. This equation is given by 

H1/3 = 0.0182 V2 (9) 

This equation is then taken to be the relationship of the significant 

wave height (in feet) of a fully developed sea to the wind speed (in 

knots). The constant is 9% lower than the one determined by the least 

square fits. 
2 

Figure 4 shows a plot of the above v law and the wave height- 

wind speed relationships of PNJ (1955), Darbyshire (1959), and 

Sverdrup Munk Bretschneider (SMB) (as given in Neumann and Pier¬ 

son, 1957). The relationships for these various curves are: 

PNJ = 4.426 X 10"3 v2;3 

— 2 
SMB H1/3 = 0.0233 v10_12 

— 2 
Darbyshire ^1/3 = 0*0133 v 

_ 2 
Moskowitz H^3 = 0.0182 v19t6 

where H^3 is given in feet and v is in knots. 
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FIG.4 GRAPH OF SIGNIFICANT HEIGHT-WIND SPEED RELATIONSHIPS 
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Subscripts indicate th. height in meters at which the 

wind is measured. A. wUl be shown by Pierson, th. PNJ. SMB. 

and Moskowitz curve, are in substantial agreement when th. vari- 

ation in anemometer height ia considered. 

Comments on wind speed data 

The results of the K-S test suggest .cm. weaknesses in th. 

reported wind speeds. For those ship, „nipped with anemometer, 

th. reported wind speeds are on. minute averages. F„ ,hote tb¡t, 
not „nipped with anemometer, th. wind speeds are estimated from 

th. ... .ut. by "experienced observers". It is known that such ex- 

porienced people are able to approximate th. wind speed from th. ... 

state fairly well. » i. ai<0 possible show many example, where th. 

wav. height, at different times can be far apart for a given wind speed 

and an experienced observer may be in error. 

Certainly a one minute average of the wind speed is not long 

enough to describe the wind condition, best for a wind sea. The im¬ 

provement of th. technique, for reporting wind speed is becoming more 

important in many aspect, of th. study of air ... boundary process,.. 

Although the reporting of wind speeds is of great importance, the 

measurement of waves, of which little ha. been said, is of prim, import- 

anee. Shipborn. wav, recorder, on all th. weather ship, would help i„ 

refining these spectra and improving wave forecasts. 

With the preceding discussion in mind, and with the aid of 

derived spectral equation, it was possible to determine a modified 

wind speed that gave a good fi, between the analytic spectrum mentioned 

above and these wind speeds are 19.5, 25.8, 31.7, 33.6, and 40 knots 

as described by Pierson and Moskowitz (1962). If these wind speeds 



are substituted into the spectral equation and the results plotted 

against the spectral values given in Table 3a, the curves are very 

much alike. 
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Conclusions 

The criteria used in the selection of the wave records appear 

to be many, if not all, of the criteria necessary for the selection of 

wave records (from synoptic considerations) when the seas were fully 

developed. 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test applied to the synoptically chosen 

spectra for each mean wind speed showed that the basic assumptions used 

in the data reduction were valid. The results of the K-S test when applied 

to a randomly chosen subset for each of the mean wind speeds as com¬ 

pared to the synoptically chosen spectra allow two conclusions to be 

drawn. First, criteria must be applied and extreme care must be 

taken when selecting synoptic situations where fully developed seas for 

various wind speeds might be found. Second, wind speed determinations 

from the observed sea state may not be accurate especially if higher 

winds persisted before observation time. Stated differently, given a 

wind speed one cannot accurately describe the sea state at all times. 

From the results given in this paper, it was possible to deter¬ 

mine an equation to describe the spectra. This equation is not too dif¬ 

ferent from previous studies. The results allowed a comparison to be 

made of the various significant wave height-wind speed relationships. 

The results produce a curve that is a compromise between FNJ (1955), 

Derbyshire (1959) and the Sverdrup Munk Bretschneider method. 

In areas of the North Atlantic where the Ocean Weather Ships 
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are located, it is not uncommon to find very intense cyclones, very 

strong winds, and mountainous sea conditions in the winter months. 

It is a very rare situation, however, to find cases of fully developed 

seas for wind speeds greater than 40 knots. During the five year 

period (April 1955-March I960) only one case for 45 knots and one 

case for 50 knots could be found that approached the fully developed 

stete. Perhaps, if wave records taken in the southern hemisphere, 

especially in the regions of the roaring forties or howling sixties, were 

available, more information could be obtained for the higher wind 

speeds. Wave statistics for light winds are also needed. However, 

winds less than 20 knots were not studied in this report. 

From the analyzed records the role stebiUty plays in wave 

generation is not obvious. No effects due to air sea temperature dif¬ 

ferences could be detected. The winter months produce the more 

interesting and higher sea conditions than do the summer months. 

This is probably due to the frequency of occurrence and intensity of 

the transient cyclones and the stability. 

The general problems in reporting wind speeds at sea are a 

direct hindrance to the verification of wave forecasting techniques. 

When better techniques for wind observations are adopted and put into 

practice, it should be possible to repeat a more refined analysis of 

selected wave records to eliminate the source of variability in these 

results due to the lack of precision in measuring the wind speeds. 
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